Resources for Asset-Based Development
5 Big Questions: A Positive Approach to Hazing Prevention
What is Asset-based Community Development (ABCD)?
http://sustainingcommunity.wordpress.com/2013/08/15/what-is-abcd/
ABCD is built on four foundations (Kretzmann, 2010; Kretzmann & McKnight, 1993; Mathie &
Cunningham, 2003):
1. It focuses on community assets and strengths rather than problems and needs
2. It identifies and mobilizes individual and community assets, skills and passions
3. It is community driven – ‘building communities from the inside out
4. It is relationship driven.
What is Asset Mapping?
http://www.backspace.com/notes/2004/06/what-is-asset-mapping.php
From a Michigan State University Best Practices Brief (468 Kb PDF)
The community assets approach:
1. Starts with what is present in the community
2. Concentrates on the agenda-building and problem-solving capacity of the residents
3. Stresses local determination, investment, creativity, and control
The Asset-Based Community Development Institute (Northwestern University)
http://www.abcdinstitute.org/
Site contains research, publications, training videos, a toolkit, events, networks, etc.
What is Appreciative Inquiry? (You Tube Videos)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QzW22wwh1J4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwGNZ63hj5k
What is Appreciative Inquiry is a hi-def training video that includes the 5 principles, 4-D Cycle,
positive core, Summit Process, and story of how Appreciative Inquiry began. It's presented by
Jackie Kelm at www.AppreciativeEngagement.com.
The Appreciative Inquiry Commons
http://appreciativeinquiry.case.edu/
“Where AI, positive change research and organizational leadership connect for world benefit”
Scholarly Articles about Appreciative Inquiry
http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=appreciative+inquiry&hl=en&as_sdt=0&as_vis=1&oi=schola
rt&sa=X&ei=dOP8U5DuNYilyAT9qoHgCw&ved=0CCsQgQMwAA
This list contains a number of articles from a variety of sources about the issue.
Tracy Maxwell, Founder of HazingPrevention.Org
CAMPUSPEAK Speaker on hazing and leadership
303-745-5545 http://www.campuspeak.com/speakers/maxwell
Author. Coach. Survivor. http://www.iamtracymaxwell.com/
tracy@solosurvivors.com

What the Research is Telling Us
Hazing’s Perfect Storm: How the Environment Produces Hazing of Terrific Magnitude
http://doctorgentry.blogspot.com/2013/09/hazings-perfect-storm-american-college.html
When confronted with these brutal facts, one must conclude that the American college fraternity
brings together a perfect storm for hazing. The rare combination of environmental factors present
in the college fraternity converge to make it an environment that produces hazing of a terrific
magnitude. But what are those variables? What about the college fraternity creates an
environment so conducive to dangerous, deadly hazing? Examining these questions and truly
understanding the unique factors that contribute to the fraternity hazing culture is the first step in
moving towards an effective fraternity hazing prevention strategy.

Is Self-Governance Dead? What About Shared Governance Instead?
http://doctorgentry.blogspot.com/2014/05/is-self-governance-dead.html
A 2010 study by researchers at the University of Michigan point out that empathy among college
students is at an all-time low. Empathy, or the ability to relate to another person by putting
yourself in their shoes, is a uniquely human trait and, as suggested by moral psychologist Jonathan
Haidt, is at the core of human morality. Several explanations have been made for the decline in
empathy – my friend Stephen Black would suggest that it stems from our decreased levels
interaction with those who are different from us – the civic disconnect of our society.
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Hazing Perceptions Assessment "Campus Hazing Assessment"
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